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3rd Edition - Revised, Improved and New Content! This book will teach you how to use Linux

operating systems. After reading this material, youâ€™ll be able to use Linux for both basic and

advanced purposes. Aside from explaining basic concepts and theories, this book will give you

practical tips and actual commands. That means you can be a proficient Linux user just by reading

this book.  Each chapter is dedicated to an important aspect of Linux. For instance, a chapter is

dedicated to the file system being used by Linux machines. With this kind of data presentation, you

wonâ€™t have to waste your time reading about irrelevant topics. Study this book thoroughly

because it can help you maximize your Linux computer/s.
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Iâ€™ve chosen Linux for many reasons and one of them is that itâ€™s safe from viruses. Due to the

nature of my work, I have to secure all my files. Linux enabled me just that. I have no regrets getting

this book because itâ€™s almost complete. Gotten the insights for its basics down to networking. I

would have paid for it, but I saw it was on its free promo.

One main advantage of open-source technologies such as Linux is the wide range of options

available to users and the increased security. I think this is a good operating system to use. This

book gives every beginner of this OS the basics of it. Also it introduces some of it's advanced

features which are very useful. I appreciate that there are screenshots of the commands which

makes it easier to learn.



I got this book for my son, and he said is was very helpful. I looked at it and found each of the

sections easy to understand. I am not that literate in computers but was grasp many of the ideas in

this book. I loved the pictures and examples that helped me to figure out what I was reading. This

was a great beginners guide.

This book is an excellent guide for anyone using or intending to use the operating system. It is very

precise and very easy to understand. Great book for the beginner and a good refresher book for

those who have not interacted with Linux in many years. It is also interesting and useful especially if

you are beginner and don't know a lot about operating systems. Basically this book covers

everything you need to know about Linux. An ultimate guide for every beginners! This book is highly

recommended.

This is a very comprehensive and informing book to read! Learning about Linux is useful as my

brother informed me, especially in the type of work that we have. I think this book is the perfect book

for people like me. Before diving in to reading more about Linux, I want to get a brief overview of it

and I think this book does the job. The book introduces Linux including its history. Then, there were

also discussions and tutorials that newbies will find useful. It's a worth recommending book!

This Linux book has achieved its objective of educating the perusers how to utilize Linux OS. This

creator truly made an incredible showing with clarifying the nuts and bolts of programming. It was

exceptionally fascinating to have known the historical backdrop of Linux; how it began and how it

developed. I truly experienced serious difficulties Linux that is the reason I required an orderly

manual for learning Linux.Andrew Johansen made an elegantly composed book that is amateur's

agreeable. Decent manual for Linux and its conceivable outcomes!

Those who donâ€™t know or little about Linus can have this book. The creators of Ubuntu came up

with around ten to twenty different server installation packages that you could choose from. And

what happens is if you run the tasksel command, you will get a DOS screen where all of these

server installation packages are listed. If you want to make your server an email server for example,

all you need to do is select Email server and then it will install all the necessary software you need

for that particular server type.

Best thing about it was the cute drawing on the cover. Acronyms and abbreviations were used with



defining them. I learned nothing useful from this book. I put it into the newspaper recycling bin. I'm

just starting to learn how to use Linux (Ubuntu and Debian). Not a good reason to kill a tree, not

even a small one.
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